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GENESIS Protection Services is a specialist in personal protection providing highly skilled and 
experienced Close Protection Officers (CPOs) and top quality protection equipment.

Our CPOs are well trained, accredited and experienced in providing advanced security services and 
first aid in line with local and international standards while adapting to our clients unique 
requirements and personal needs.

Although many of our CPOs have extensive military, security or law enforcement experience there is 
a focus on continuous training and skills development across a broad scope of health, safety and 
security elements in order to always provide the best service available in the industry.

Our operations are accredited and accountable to:

SASSETA (Safety and Security Sector Educational Training Authority)
PSIRA (Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority)
SAPS (South African Police Service)
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The objective of providing a ‘Close Protection Service’ is to provide peace of mind to our clients by 
implementing suitable risk mitigation strategies and well organised security measures to protect them from 
health and safety threats.

The Genesis approach is to ensure that the security measures are appropriate with the threat assessment while 
minimising disruption to our clients in terms of their daily lives.

The work commences with evaluating the possible threats, assessing the daily routines of the client and 
ensuring that the necessary personnel, equipment, technology and security strategies are implemented.

Typical risks include kidnap, assassination, robbery or exposure to criminal or dangerous environments.

All areas of close protection are considered and catered for including but not limited to:

These services are provided for individual as well as expanded protection services for family and or groups 
depending on the requirement and the level of threat.

Close Protection Services (CPS)
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A Personal Protection Escort (PPE) service relates to the protection of an individual, family or team from one 
point to another point in a manner that reduces the risk or danger to the clients.

This service is generally provided to clients involved in sensitive or high risk businesses involving proprietary 
technology or trade in high value items or international clients that are unfamiliar with South African 
conditions and wish to be escorted in a manner that ensures their safety and security.

The PPE service is tailor made to the client’s requirements and specific needs. The solution would follow a 
detailed assessment of available intelligence, client needs and the potential threats. Following the 
evaluation of the risks, a suitable solution will be provided and managed by well trained Close Protection 
Officers.

The PPE service could include a home destination escort where our well trained CPOs would conduct home 
clearing and protection while you settle in, safely.

According to the unique risk profile, PPE would consist of:

PERSONAL PROTECTION ESCORT (PPE)

One operative on 
a low risk situation

Two or three on a 
medium risk situation

As many operatives 
as required on extreme 

high-risk situations.
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GENESIS Protection Services provides a specialised service to the transport industry where high value 
materials are transported between locations, often across country borders.

The focus here is on protecting the client’s personnel, vehicles and high value materials while in 
transit. Again, the service will entail the right combination of transport planning,  personnel, vehicles, 
equipment and technology to execute the task safely and cost effectively. The plan will be a function 
of the risk assessment and the deployment of the suitable escort solution.

TRANSPORT INDUSTRY ESCORT (TIE)

We offer protection escorts on trucks and other transport vehicles to minimize the loss of 
life, loss of goods and loss of vehicles, while performing standard daily tasks or where a 
high risk or sensitive delivery is required.
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A Personal Value Escort (PVE) is a service offered to our clients for the point-to-point transportation of 
high value items, cash, special materials or sensitive documents.

The service provided will be informed by a thorough assessment of the goods being transported, the 
transport routes and the associated risks. Once this has been evaluated a strategic plan would be 
presented including the suitable personnel, vehicle, equipment, technology & route for the movement 
of the client with their goods from point A to point B.

Generally we will not come into direct contact with the goods but rather ensure safe passage for the 
goods and our clients transporting the goods.

This PVE service provides our clients with the necessary protection and peace of mind while conducting 
their day to day activities.

PERSONAL VALUABLE ESCORT (PVE)



Ballistic Vest Level lll
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Adjustable Straps

Cordura outershell

Side Closure
The Overt Genesis Armour Guard vest provides front and back protection. 
Ability to increase the protection through add-on kevlar or ballistic armour 
inserts. The vest combines high protection at low weight and excellent torso 
coverage with civil military and law enforcement application.

Excluding VAT (If applicable). 
Excluding shipping. 
Available Ex JHB.
Volume discounts negotiable.

� �����$GMXVWPHQW�VWUDSV�RQ�VKRXOGHUV�DQG�VLGHV�SURYLGH�D�ILUP�DQG�FRPIRUWDEOH��
      fit with Velcro closure
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                   multi-layer protective coating that dramatically reduces spalling.
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Flexible Overt Protection

Standard Features

Options

TERMS: 

)5217

%$&.

 
SIZES COLOURS

BLACK    BLUE      TAN   OLIVE S    M    L    XLCODE
GPS-V1
GPS-OV
GPS-BJ1
GPS-BA3

GPS-VP Molle Pouches Add on Molle Pouches (each)

ITEM
V1 Vest
Ops Vest
BJ1 Battle Jacket
Level III Body Armour

DESCRIPTION
V1 style vest (no armour) (molle)
Ops Vest (no armour)
BJ1 Style Battle Jacket (no armour) (molle)
310mmx260mm Level III Armoured plates (pair)
(Includes Vest Carrier)



Axiostat® Haemostatic Dressing
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Axiostat® is a Chitosan based Haemostatic Pad Dressing designed for the control of 
severe external haemorrhaging. This is particularly useful in trauma and in Cardiac Cath 
Labs where immediate haemorrhage control is crucial.

Axiostat® contains 100% natural Chitosan and can control arterial bleeds by direct 
pressure within minutes. The unique ‘pad’ approach also means that direct pressure is 
significantly easier to apply and far more controlled.

Axiostat’s® unique design also makes removal prior following a procedure extremely easy. 
Other haemostatic dressings generally need to be peeled away from the wound to 
remove, thereby opening up the wound and causing further bleeding. Axiostat’s® unique 
design promotes atraumatic removal in the operating room.

To remove Axiostat® simply irrigate with sterile water or saline. It will dissolve and leave 
the clot completely intact.
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IFAK Specialist:

Specifications:

IFAK Molle and Leg Rig
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